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� State machine-based supervisory controller for fuel cell system is designed.

� The designed control structure is implemented in a prototype hydrogen-based vehicle.

� The controller comprises: State Machine, Setpoint Generator, Power Limit Calculator.

� The proposed control structure handles the startup and shutdown process of PEMFC.

� Minimizing stack degradation by implementing a fuel cell power limit calculator.
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This paper presents the development and implementation of a system supervisory

controller in a hydrogen-based fuel cell electric vehicle. The controller's primary function is

to ensure the safe control of the fuel cell system processes while facilitating coordination

among various subsystems, including the balance of plant subsystems, vehicle control

unit, diagnosis unit, and powertrain. The supervisory controller comprises of three primary

parts: a State Machine, an Optimal Setpoint Generator, and a Power Limit Calculator. The

State Machine, which serves as the central part of the supervisory controller, coordinates

the fuel cell system's different operational states, including the complex processes of start-

up and shutdown. To maximize the fuel cell system's efficiency and minimize the stack's

degradation, the Optimal Setpoint Generator produces the subsystem's setpoints by solving

an optimization problem and considering the manufacturer's requirements. The Power

Limit Calculator assesses the stack's power output capability and calculates the current

setpoint for the DC/DC converter. It then provides this data to the Energy Management

System (EMS), which oversees the distribution of power between the fuel cell system and

the batteries. The proposed fuel cell system supervisory controller is verified using the

Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Cycles (WLTC) in a real-world car. The

designed control structure is implemented in a prototype hydrogen-based electric car at
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Introduction

Fuel cell electric vehicles have been increasingly under

development due to their ability to provide extended driving

ranges at zero-emission [1]. However, this type of vehicle faces

several challenges. The lifetime and durability of a fuel cell

system is a key point in the development of fuel cell vehicles,

and it is a critical factor for end-user acceptance [2]. In auto-

motive applications, the fuel cell systems have to be able to

adapt to awide range of operating conditions given by start-up

and shutdown processes, sudden load changes, or varying

power levels [3,4]. The durability and lifetime of the stack are

affected by its operating conditions (temperature, humidity,

pressure,mass flow rate, etc.) during drive cycles, idling, start-

up, and shutdown procedures [5]. To enhance the durability

and lifespan of the fuel cell system, various types of optimi-

zation problems are defined, including energy management

optimization, operating condition optimization, and system

sizing optimization.

The rate of change in the load is often faster than the dy-

namic happening inside the fuel cell. As a result, fuel cell sys-

tems are oftenused alongside other energy storage sources like

batteries or ultracapacitors in hybrid electric vehicles [6].

Currently, therearefivedistinct typesof fuel-cell hybridelectric

vehicles being developed, eachwith its ownunique topological

structure. These include fully fuel-cell (FC), FC combinedwith a

battery, FC combined with ultracapacitors (UC), FC combined

with both a battery andUC, andFCcombinedwith other energy

sources such as flywheels or solar panels (SPVs). The imple-

mentation and control simplicity, energy recovery capability,

energy density, and cost of each of these structures come with

their own advantages and disadvantages [7]. In situations

where there is a high demand of power, the battery and ultra-

capacitors can come into play to recover excess energy and

provide power alongside the fuel cells to ensure the system

continues to receive sufficient power [6].

Distributing the power between these energy sources to

accomplish important objectives such as lowering energy

usage and extending fuel cell system lifespan is done through

energy management strategies (EMSs). The most common

EMSs strategies used nowadays include Rule-based [8], offline

optimization-based [9], online optimization-based [10], and

learning-based [11]. Alongside power allocation between

multiple energy sources, co-optimization and cooperative

controls are employed to optimize the energy consumption,

while taking into account the influence of other factors, such

as traffic environment and speed planning [12], sizing [13]. To

consider the effect of performance drifts owing to aging and

operating condition, a state machine-based adaptive EMS was

proposed in Ref. [14]. A Kalman filter (KF) was used to keep

track of the performance drifts.
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The load cycle in automotive applications causes a cyclic

change in the stoichiometric ratio and pressure of the sup-

plied gases, which makes the gas starvation very likely.

Additionally, the electrochemically generated water and heat

inside the fuel cell vary with changes in load, creating an in-

ternal environment of thermal/humidity cycling that radically

accelerates catalyst aging and mechanical degradation of

components [15]. Therefore, operating in the optimal opera-

tion condition is very important to diminish these effects.

In terms of operating conditions, researchers have pub-

lished many works focused on the optimization of operating

conditions for automotive applications. In Ref. [3], a quasi-

steady fuel cell model of the fuel cell system integrated into

the vehicle model was developed and used to optimize the air

pressure and mass flow rate to maximize system efficiency.

Another strategy is proposed in Ref. [16] to maximize the

system performance. However, the pressure is assumed to be

constant, and the consumption loss is not considered. A

model reference adaptive control was presented in Ref. [17] to

maximize the efficiency considering the optimal oxygen ratio.

However, the temperature and humidity ratio are assumed to

be constant and there is no experimental implementation. In

Ref. [18], the optimal operating temperature corresponding to

the point with the fuel cell's largest efficiency is obtained

through a fuel cell based truck test bench, and a model pre-

dictive control was proposed to control the temperature. The

Particle SwarmOptimization (PSO) algorithmwas proposed in

Ref. [19] to optimize the operating conditions and design pa-

rameters of a high-temperature PEMFC-based vehicle. How-

ever, the algorithm is not applicable in real vehicle due to its

high computation time, and the optimal conditions for

different load currents were not reported.

Besides the dynamic changes in load and the need to work

under optimal operating conditions, the working state of the

automotive fuel cell imposes other conditions, such as start-

up and shutdown, which can cause degradation and

decrease the useful life of the PEMFC. The start-stop state

contributes about 33%to the degradation of PEMFC during

operation [20]. Therefore, the application of strategies to

mitigate the degradation of the stack is crucial for PEMFC

systems, particularly for transportation systems that experi-

ence frequent start-up and shutdown events throughout their

lifetimes.

One of the challenges in the start-up and shutdown pro-

cedure is the freeze start-up and shutdown. Starting a fuel cell

at sub-freezing temperatures has always been a challenge due

to the freezing of the water produced. Ice formation inside the

stack blocks the cathode channel, preventing the stack from

producing power, and causing start-up to fail. A successful

cold start requires the cell temperature raises above the

freezing point before the cathode catalyst layer becomes

blocked with ice [21]. The cold start strategies can be divided
itecture to control system processes in a hybrid fuel cell electric
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into self-cold start and assisted cold start, according to the

heating sources. The self-cold start relies entirely on the heat

generated by the electrochemical reaction, which is usually

achieved by regulating the load current, i.e., galvanostatic

mode [22]. However, due to low water content during the

start-up, the stack cannot support high current density and

the self-heating capability of the stack may not be sufficient.

Therefore, alternative strategies including the potentiostatic

mode [23], ramping the load current [24] and regulating the

output power [25] were proposed. The assisted cold start-up,

in which supplementary heat is applied to overcome the

shortcomings of the cold start-up, can effectively address the

challenges related to self-cold start-up. Montaner Rı́os et al. in

Ref. [26] proposed a coolant heating strategy to heat a 4 kW

PEMFC. They used the cooling subsystem to heat the stack

during the start-up. Eliminating the water produced due to

reaction is crucial to have a successful start-up and shutdown.

In Ref. [27], an effective gas purge as a key step to remove the

residual water inside the cell and subsequently prevent the ice

formation in the cathode catalyst layer was proposed.

Excluding the start-up and shutdown issues, there are certain

conditions, such as ascending or acceleration, where the fuel

cell operates under high power conditions for short periods.

Due to the impact of compressor dynamic and gas inertia,

there is a risk of gas starvation, which is harmful to the fuel

cell stack [28]. This work suggests a strategy in which the

current of the fuel cell, which is equivalent to the DC/DC

converter current setpoint, is determined by considering the

incoming airflow at the stack inlet. This approach helps to

minimize the likelihood of the gas starvation. As aforemen-

tioned in Ref. [3], and [15e26], the majority of existing exper-

imental studiesmainly focus on laboratory scale fuel cells and

there is a lack of adequate documentation regarding the

implementation of PEMFC application in real-world vehicles.

In particular, there is the scarcity of research with a compre-

hensive control unit for fuel cell system that encompasses all

necessary components to enhance fuel cell durability and

system reliability in an automotive application. Additionally,

the implementation of such a control unit in a real vehicle is

crucial for the practicality and usefulness of the work.

The main objective of this paper is to design and imple-

ment a fuel cell system supervisory controller (FCSSC) based

on a state machine architecture for a Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle

(FCEV). The considered Fuel Cell System (FCS) is a complex

system with multiple states of operation. This includes the

Start-up, Run, Shut-down and Idle states, which have been

identified as the states of a State Machine (SM). Furthermore,

the FCS consists of several subsystems, namely the cathode,

anode, thermal subsystems, and the DC/DC converter, which

all have distinct operational modes. In each specific state of

the FCS, the subsystems can operate in various modes of

operation. Therefore, a control structure is necessary to co-

ordinate these subsystems and the stack in the different FCS

operation states and the operation modes of the different

subsystems.

The main contributions and parts of this work are sum-

marized as follows:

� Design a FCSSC using a Statemachine to control all the fuel

cell system processes in an automotive application.
Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
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� Design an offline optimal setpoint generator that calcu-

lates the setpoints of the subsystems controlled variables

in a way that enhances efficiency while considering all

manufacturer limitations to minimize degradation during

the Run state.

� Minimizing the damage to the fuel cell stack, particularly

in the high power demanded conditions such as

ascending and acceleration. This is achieved by esti-

mating the immediate and future fuel cell stack power

capabilities. This estimation is based on the stack vari-

ables measurements, and it is fed to the vehicle's energy

management system (EMS). Furthermore, the DC/DC cur-

rent setpoint is calculated based on the available air mass

flow at the inlet of the stack to prevent air starvation or

high-power extraction.

� Propose a start-up strategy that combines the benefits of

self-cold start, which involves the capability to function in

either potentiostatic or galvanostatic mode, and coolant

heating assisted cold start. Furthermore, the compressor

air blowing is used in the start-up and shutdown to

remove the generated water and prevent the formation of

ice.

� As the purpose of INN-BALANCE project was to develop

advanced balance-of-plant components (BoP) for current

generation of fuel cell-based vehicles, the designed FCSSC

was implemented and tested in the real prototype vehicle

in PowerCell and CEVT facilities. The INN-BALANCE con-

sortium was composed of industrial actors (BRO, AVL,

CEVT, AYE), research and technology organizations (DLR,

S2i), SMEs with research capabilities (CEL, PCS) and a

higher research institution (UPC).

The paper is organized into the following sections. Section

Fuel cell system description is assigned to the description of

the fuel cell system. In section Supervisory controller design,

the fuel cell system supervisory controller is described, which

includes optimal setpoint generator, state machine, and

power limit calculator. Section Automotive run state test and

experimental results is dedicated to the experimental results

of the prototype electric vehicle in terms of demanded load

tracking and the balance of plant performance. Software

implementation guidelines are described in section Software

implementation guidelines. The main conclusions and key

results are summarized in section Conclusion.
Fuel cell system description

The fuel cell system implemented in this work is shown in

Fig. 1. It includes four auxiliary subsystems, i.e., anode, cath-

ode, thermal, and power electronic subsystems. The hydrogen

is stored in a pressurized tank and is delivered to the stack

anode channel through the anode subsystem. The unutilized

hydrogen, which exits the stack, has to be recovered and

recirculated to increase the hydrogen utilization rate and

overall FCS efficiency. An ejector-injector in the re-circulation

path is used for re-circulation implementation, and to main-

tain amore uniform hydrogen concentration in the stack. The

anode subsystem is outfitted with a water separator and a

purge valve to remove the accumulated liquid water, and the
itecture to control system processes in a hybrid fuel cell electric
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Fig. 1 e Fuel cell stack and the balance of plant auxiliary subsystems.
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nitrogen diffused through the membrane from the cathode to

the anode side. A pre-heating hydrogen heat exchanger is

integrated into the anode module. The purpose is to avoid

condensation when cold dry hydrogen is mixed with warm

humid nitrogen and hydrogen from the stack outlet. Partner

AVL1 developed the anode subsystem. The cathode subsystem

is in charge of delivering the demanded air flow to run the fuel

cell. It is equipped with a turbo-compressor with air-bearings,

which, compared to conventional oil-bearings, guarantees

pure and uncontaminated air supply. Furthermore, by using

gas-bearings, frictional losses are reduced, and the lifetime of

the compressor is extended. To ensure the proper functioning

of the fuel cell stack, the pressure, mass flow, temperature

and humidity of the air to be fed into the stack are constantly

monitored and controlled. Partner BROSE2 coordinated the

development of the cathode subsystem. The operating stack

temperature has to be kept in the proper range to maintain

optimum electrochemical reactions and keep the integrity of

the PEMFC stack material. The thermal subsystem provides a

coolant flow to remove the generated heat through a radiator.

In addition, the thermal subsystem is equippedwith a heating

circuit including a pump and a heater to heat the stack in the

subfreezing start-up. Partner DLR3 developed the thermal

subsystem. Finally, the power electronic subsystem is in

charge of the electric power conditioning and is developed by

CEVT4.
1 AVL List GmbH, Engineering Service Provider.
2 Brose Mechatronics, Germany.
3 German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute of Engineering

Thermodynamics, Stuttgart, Germany.
4 China Euro vehicle technology.

Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
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Supervisory controller design

In this section, a novel FCSSC is proposed and described. Su-

pervisory controllers distribute the system's global requests to
particular requests necessary from individual subsystems or

components of the system equipment set. The individual de-

mands are translated into the setpoints of the local controllers

[29]. The proposed fuel cell supervisory controller integrated

with the rest of the vehicle propulsion system is shown in

Fig. 2. The fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle's overall control

system architecture is divided into different layers. The high-

est level of control is theVehicleControlUnit. The second level,

which is the focusof thiswork, is the FCSSC. It consists of three

principal parts, namely the State Machine (SM), Optimal Set-

point Generator (OPSG), and Power Limit Calculator (PLC). The

FCSSC developed in this work is a hybrid control system

because the statemachine is a discrete event control system

that decides when to activate the distinct operating states and

sub-states, and the OPSG is a control system in charge of the

continuous generation of proper setpoints for the subsystem's
local controllers. The state machine is developed with State-

flow, and the continuous control system is implemented as an

optimal setpoint generator linked to the local controllers.

Finally, the supervisory controller contains a Power Limit

Calculator part that estimates the available stack power. The

supervisory controller receives all the information from the

input wrapper, which collects 33 input signals. These signals

include commands from the Vehicle Control Unit (VCU), esti-

mation results from the observer, and the diagnostic results

from the diagnostic unit. The supervisory controller uses the

collected data to automatically coordinate the subsystems,

establishes local controller setpoints, determines DC/DC
itecture to control system processes in a hybrid fuel cell electric
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Fig. 2 e Control Layered structure implemented in this project that shows the hierarchy of control unit in three layers,

namely vehicle control unit, fuel cell system supervisory controller, and the subsystems local controllers.
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converter current setpoint, and estimates stack available

power information for the VCU. The diagnosis unit is in charge

of diagnosing hardware failure such as sensors failure,

compressor errors, etc. The third level includes the ancillary

subsystem's local controllers, i.e., anode, cathode, and thermal

subsystem's controllers. Each subsystem controller (SSC) is

programmed with local control algorithms to achieve the set-

points received from the FCSSC at the upper level.

Functionality of the state machine

A complex system as a vehicle has different states of opera-

tion, corresponding to different functions. There are ten

operation states for the fuel cell system in this automotive

application, which include: Initial, Failsafe, Standby, Refuel-

ing, Service mode, Start-up, Run, Min Power, Normal shut-

down, and Fast shutdown. The overall scheme of the

proposed SM is shown in Fig. 3. During each operation state,

the SM manages the activation of the different subsystems'
modes of operation through the protocol numbers. The out-

puts of the SM are the protocol numbers, subsystems’ set-

points, and the error detection flags implemented inside SM.

Protocol numbers and status numbers
The SM uses protocol numbers and status numbers to

communicate with the subsystems. The numerical values of

the protocol/status numbers refer to specific modes of oper-

ation of the different subsystems, and the protocol numbers

and the status numbers use the same numerical values. The

different operation modes of the four subsystems and the

assigned protocol numbers to their different operation modes

are listed in Table 1. The supervisory controller commands the

different subsystems to change their modes by sending them
Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
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the protocol number that corresponds to the desiredmode. By

receiving the command, the subsystems respond by changing

their operation mode, and subsequently, return the updated

status number to SM. An example is explained in section

Automotive run state test and experimental results.

SM cycle
The overall scheme of the SM is shown in Fig. 3. In each state

or substate of the SM, this state or substate is in charge of

determining all the SM outputs. The fuel cell supervisory

control unit is turned on when the vehicle is started and the

onboard computer turns on. The SM starts in the initial state

named ‘Initialization’, and all subsystems remain inactive. If

the different subsystems report their successful initialization,

the SM moves to the ‘Standby’ state, and waits until the ‘Run-

Requested’ is activated by the VCU. In the ‘Standby’ state, all

the subsystems are still off except the thermal subsystem,

where the main pump is turned on. This pump cleans up any

ions in the coolant liquid inside the stack by circulating the

coolant liquid in the thermal loop. Once the ‘Run-Requested’

is activated, the SM moves to the next state, where the ‘Start-

up’ procedure starts. In the ‘Start-up’ state, the various sub-

systems are activated based on the defined procedure. Once

the ‘Start-up’ procedure has finished, the ‘Run’ state starts

only if the “Run-Requested” is still active. In case of a need to

stop the vehicle, the ‘Minimum Power’ state for the fuel cell

system is activated. This state allows the system to return to

the “Run” state when the stop corresponds to the instance of a

red light, or it can proceed to a ‘Normal Shutdown'as shown in

Fig. 3. If the system's state changes to ‘Normal Shutdown’, the

subsystems have to be turned off in an orchestrated manner

by receiving ordered protocol numbers to avoid damage to the

fuel cell stack. The fuel cell system state switches to ‘Standby’
itecture to control system processes in a hybrid fuel cell electric
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Fig. 3 e Overall scheme of the proposed state machine, including the fuel cell system states and transient requirement

conditions between states.

Table 1 e Subsystem operation's modes and their corresponding protocol numbers and status numbers.

Cathode
Operation Modes

Protocol and
Status
number

Thermal
Operation Modes

Protocol and
Status
number

Anode
Operation
Modes

Protocol and
Status
number

DC/DC
Operation
Modes

Protocol and
Status
number

Off 0 Off 0 Off 0 Standby 0

Bypass Humidification 1 Heating loop without heater 1 Start-up 1 Galvanostatic 1

Start Compressor

Bypass air

2 Heating loop with heater 2 Run 2 Potentiostatic 2

Min flow 3 Cooling loop 3 Shutdown 3 Passive 5

Run 4 Cooling Loop for isolation 4 Error 15

Max flow 5
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state when the Shutdown is finished. In the case of a mal-

function in one of the subsystems or components, the ‘Fail-

safe’ state is triggered, and the whole system is depowered.

The ‘Failsafe’ state has the highest priority among the other

states of operation. In the next section, the Start-up and

Shutdown procedures are explained.

Start-up procedure
During the ‘Start-up’ procedure, the SM sends the protocol

numbers and setpoints to the subsystem controllers to start

the different subsystems. The SM gets feedback from the

subsystems with the sensors and the status variables. The

start-up procedure is shown in Fig. 4(a). During start-up, the

SM triggers the activation of variousmodes of operation in the

subsystems as it progresses through different substates

within the start-up state. The condition to transit from one

substate for example, ‘start compressor bypass’ to the next
Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
vehicle, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.
substate, ‘compressor min flow’, is to receive a status number

from the cathode subsystem that confirms the compressor

started successfully; otherwise, the SM remains in the previ-

ous substate until a timeout is reached and the ‘Failsafe’ is

activated. The status numbers are shown with SN_X ¼ k. The

indexes k and X are the status number value k for the sub-

systemXwhich are listed in Table 1. SN_Ca¼ 2means that the

cathode subsystem has returned successfully the status

number 2. Fig. 5(a) shows the activation signals for the first

40 s of a ‘Normal Start-up’ in the real vehicle. It shows the

change in the protocol number of the different subsystems to

do a successful start-up. In addition, it shows two locally

controlled measured variables, which are the mass flow of air

and the inlet coolant temperature. The mass flow of the

compressor increases when the protocol number of the

cathode changes from 0, then decreases to a setpoint value for

protocol number ¼ 4 at t ¼ 14 s. In this test, the stack
itecture to control system processes in a hybrid fuel cell electric
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Fig. 4 e (a) Start-up procedure sub-state machine. (b) Shutdown procedure sub-state machine, and the transient conditions

between sub-states as were explained in section SM cycle.
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temperature is T_stack > 33�C and the ‘heating loop without

heater’ is activated in the thermal subsystem with protocol

number ¼ 1. The ‘cooling loop’ is activated at t ¼ 14 s and the

temperature of the coolant decreases due to the volume of

water inside the radiator. The temperature starts to increase

at t¼ 23 s due to the occurring electrochemical reaction inside

the stack, and it continues to reach a defined temperature

setpoint. The setpoints of these variables are defined by the

SM. In the case of low temperature, the proposed strategy in

this work is to activate the thermal subsystem mode, which

applies extra heat and the assisted cold start-up is proceeded.

This action is done in the second step of the start-up pro-

cedure by activating the ‘Thermal heating circuit with heater’.

The mode ‘Cathode Max flow (Dry stack)’ is enabled by the

cathode subsystem to achieve the maximum flow rate that

eliminates the produced water as well as prevents the for-

mation of ice. Based on the real-world tests conducted on a

prototype vehicle, it has been demonstrated that the proposed

SM structure can perform the start-up process successfully for

automotive applications.

Shutdown procedure
During the Shutdown procedure, the same SM communica-

tion strategy is followed as in the start-up procedure. The
Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
vehicle, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.
state machine sends the protocol numbers and setpoints to

the subsystem controllers in order to shut down the different

subsystems. The shutdown procedure is shown in Fig. 4(b). It

indicates how the various operation modes of the subsystems

are enabled through the protocol numbers. The condition for

transitioning from one substate such as ‘Cathode Max flow’ to

the next substate, ‘Cathode min flow’ is indicated on the ar-

rows leading from initial state to the final state. If the condi-

tions are notmet, the SMwill stay in the previous substate and

the ‘Failsafe’ is triggered within a given time frame. Fig. 5

shows the activation signals for t > 540 s of a normal shut-

down, and how the subsystems are shut down based on the

programmed shutdown procedure. Moreover, it shows two

measurements variables, namely the air mass flow and the

inlet coolant temperature. The air mass flow decreases when

the protocol number of cathode changes from 4 to 1, then

increases to a maximum value of 50(g/s) for protocol

number ¼ 5 at t ¼ 550 s to dry the stack.

In this test, the stack temperature setpoint is T_stack z

69�C and the ‘Cooling loop’ was activated in the thermal

subsystemwith protocol number¼ 3 and then at t ¼ 546 s, the

setpoint of the inlet coolant is set to 60�C as the shutdown

temperature to cools down the stack. The inlet coolant tem-

perature decreases, resulting in a corresponding decrease in
itecture to control system processes in a hybrid fuel cell electric
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Fig. 6 e Prototype fuel cell electric vehicle that was tested in Chalmers University and CEVT facilities [33].

Fig. 5 e Measured activation signal, protocol number, of the subsystems in Startup and Shutdown procedure.
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the outlet coolant temperature, and eventually reaching a safe

shutdown temperature. Based on the experimental results

presented in Fig. 5, it has been shown that the proposed SM

framework can successfully carry out the fuel cell system

processes in a real prototype vehicle. Furthermore, the fuel

cell system has a successful start-up and shutdown.

Run state
During the ‘Run’ state, the power demanded by the vehicle is

converted into the corresponding current, and the setpoints

values are generated based on this current. Furthermore,

based on themeasurement signals, the Power Limit Calculator

computes the DC/DC current setpoint, and the stack available

power information.
Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
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The SM receives setpoints of the BoP subsystems from the

optimal setpoint generator, and the DC/DC current setpoint

from Power Limit Calculator. These setpoints are then sent to

the relevant subsystems and DC/DC converter. Additional

information regarding this can be found in the section

Automotive run state test and experimental results.

Optimal setpoint generator

Considering the issues that arise as a result of operating in an

adverse operating point, it is important to find the optimal

operating condition for each load power and keep the fuel cell

system working in that condition. The operation conditions

include inlet air pressure, mass flow rate and humidity ratio,
itecture to control system processes in a hybrid fuel cell electric
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hydrogen pressure, and stack temperature. These operating

conditions are specified as the setpoints for the different sub-

systems. The subsystem controllers keep track of and ensure

that these setpoints are being maintained. The optimal set-

point generator is a part inside the supervisory controller that

is executedduring the ‘Run’ state, and generates these optimal

operation conditions. The generated setpoints are delivered to

the statemachineas shown in Fig. 7. It is important tonote that

during other states of operation such as the ‘Startup’ and

‘Shutdown’, the subsystem local controller setpoints are

defined inside the State Machine based on the practical and

manufacturing requirements. The State Machine as the cen-

tral part of the fuel cell supervisory controller feeds these

setpoints to the subsystem local controllers during the

different states of operation. As the computational burden is

important in implementing algorithms or controllers in auto-

motive applications, an offline optimal setpoint generator in

the form of an offline map was proposed and implemented in

this project. MPC could achieve online optimized solutions,

however, the real-time operation of the MPC presented in the

literature is still not possible due to the high computation time

[30]. The optimal setpoint generator determines the optimal

setpoints corresponding to each load power, thereby
Fig. 7 e Block diagram of the proposed FCSSC inte
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maximizing the efficiency of the fuel cell system. Firstly, the

requested load power is converted into the corresponding

currentusing anofflinemap.This current value is thenutilized

as an input to the optimal setpoint generator, which in turn

calculates the optimal setpoints. More details about the

optimal setpoint generator can be found in the previous work

[31]. PEMFC efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of the net

generated power to the enthalpy of reaction of the fed

hydrogen, is computed as follows:

h ¼ Pnet

HHV$n
·
H2

¼ IVfc �
P

s¼subsystemsPs

HHV$ _nH2

(1)

where n
·
H2

is the fuel out of theH2 tank, and theHHV the higher

heating value of hydrogen. IVfc is the gross electrical power

generated by the fuel cell and Ps is the electrical power

consumed by the subsystems. The optimal setpoints corre-

sponding to the load current are shown in Table 2.

Power limit calculator

One of the functionalities of the FCSSC is to compute the fuel

cell stack's available power range, which is then sent to the
grated with the automotive fuel cell system.
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Table 2 e Optimal setpoints values of the different parameters corresponding to the stack current.

Current r1 ¼ _mcathode r2 ¼ pcathode r3 ¼ hr r4 ¼ panode r5 ¼ Tin r6 ¼ DTthermal

60 25.68 1.18 0.12 0.2 68 2

100 28.15 1.28 0.12 0.2 68 2

150 34.49 1.39 0.12 0.2 68 4

200 48.098 1.61 0.12 0.2 68 8

250 56.047 1.63 0.12 0.2 68 10

300 66.82 1.75 0.12 0.2 68 12

350 75.91 1.95 0.095 0.2 68 12

400 86.45 1.97 0.095 0.2 68 12

450 94.83 2.08 0.07 0.2 68 12
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vehicle control unit's energy management system for effec-

tive power distribution. The energy management system

uses this information to manage the power requested by the

traction components between the fuel cell stack system and

the battery. The information that the FCSSC delivers to the

energy management system are as follows: Maximum power,

Maximum power ramp-up rate, Maximum instant power,

and DC-DC set-point current. Using this information, the

power requested to the fuel cell system is kept within the

capability of the system, which is crucial to minimize stack

degradation and/or damage. In the following sections, more

details about each output calculation are presented.

Maximum power
The maximum power refers to the maximum net power that

the fuel cell is expected to be able to deliver given enough time

to change the fluid dynamic state. It depends on the current

stack temperature and membrane hydration conditions, and

its valuewill be used to limit the power required by the fuel cell

system. Due to the slow dynamics of the stack temperature

and the hydration conditions compared with the dynamics of

the air compressor, the settling time of stack temperature and

hydration condition are larger than the settling time constants

of inlet air pressure andmass flow rate,which are smaller than

3 s. The only parameters that affect the maximum power are

the stack temperature and the hydration conditions, repre-

sented by the Electrochemically Active Surface Area (ECSA).

The ECSA is a measure of the total active Pt available in the

carbon-support layerat the cathodeCL (CCL). It is influencedby

various factors, including the Pt loading of the CCL, the pore

distribution, the degradation condition of the stack, and the

hydration level of the CCL [32]. The hydration level of the CCL

changes in dynamic load profile such as the one in automotive

applications.Consequently, theECSAcouldbeand is chosenas

an effective index to show the hydration state of the stack. In

this work, Eq. (2) is obtained using the experimentally vali-

dated stack model detailed in Ref. [32].

PðT;ECSAÞ ¼ 59410þ 36520 Tþ 2906 ECSAþ 2690 T2

þ654:6 T� ECSA�424:3 ECSA2 (2)

Where, theECSAandthestacktemperatureTare the inputsand

the maximum stack gross power is the output. More informa-

tion about the ECSA and its estimation are detailed in Ref. [32].

Maximum power ramp-up rate
To obtain the maximum ramp-up rate of power at each

instant of time, the following calculation is used:
Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
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DP
Dt

¼ P2 � P1

Dt
(3)

where P2 is the maximum power point at the measured stack

temperature and the humidity conditions, and it is obtained

using Eq. (2), and P1 is the measured power. By applying

equation (2) along with the measured stack current and

voltage, one has

P2 ¼ PðT;ECSAÞ (4)

P1 ¼ V1I1 ¼ VstackIstack (5)

The calculation of Dt is given by

Dtz
I2 � I1

dIðtÞ
dt

(6)

Considering the technical characteristics of the stack, the

minimum permissible output voltage of the stack given at

maximum power is V2 ¼ 220. Therefore, the current at

maximum power point can be calculated as follows:

I2 ¼ P2

V2
¼ PðT;ECSAÞ

220
(7)

Based on the relationship between the stack current and the

mass flow rate of inlet oxygen, in Eq. (8) dIðtÞ
dt can be calculated.

Regarding the information contained in the compressor's
datasheet, the maximum mass flow rate of the compressor is

maxðd _min
dt Þz66ðg =s2Þ. Considering Eq. (8) and the maximum

mass flow rate of the compressor, the change of current

relative to time is given by

dIðtÞ
dt

¼ d _mO2in

dt
4F

MO2
nc

1
lO2

(8)

Now, Dt can be calculated using Eq. (6), and the maximum

power ramp-up rate is given by Eq. (3)

Maximum instant power
Maximum instant power refers to the maximum net power

that the system can deliver in the next sampling time (0,01s).

Maximum instant power can be calculated based on the

estimation of the maximum safe current that can be drawn

from the stack in the next sampling time, as well as the stack

voltage in the next sampling time. Themaximum safe current

is equal to the DC-DC set-point current that will be explained

in section DC-DC set-point current. The stack voltage in the

next sampling time is equal to the measured stack voltage at

the current time, subtracted by the voltage drop caused by
itecture to control system processes in a hybrid fuel cell electric
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activation loss, impedance losses, and concentration losses.

So, theMaximum instant net power is calculated as Eq. (9) and

Eq. (10)

PinstantMax ¼ VnxtInst$ðIdc�dcÞ � Ploss (9)

VnxtInst ¼ Vmeasurment � DVActivation � DVImpedance � DVConcentration (10)

where PinstantMax is the estimation of the maximum net power

that the stack can deliver in the next sampling time (k þ 1)Ts;

VnxtInst is the estimation of stack voltage in the next sampling

time (k þ 1)Ts. The compressor consumption as the lost power

is considered in Ploss. The impedance loss DVImpedance is calcu-

lated as Eq. (11)

DVImpedance ¼ RohmðIdc�dc � IstackÞ (11)

where Rohm is the Ohmic resistance of the stack obtained based

on the validatedmodel. Istack and Idc�dc are the stack-measured

current and DC-DC setpoint current, respectively. The sam-

pling time of the control system is 10ms and a small change in

the current is expected in this short time. Since the system is

operating in the linear region of the polarization curve, it was

assumed that the change in voltage fromone sampling time to

the next is due only to the Ohmic voltage drop. This is a good

assumption because of the way the estimated stack voltage in

the next sampling time is calculated in Eq. (10), where the fuel

cell losses are subtracted from the measured voltage of the

previous time step. The changes in activation and concentra-

tion losses in the linear region are considered negligible.

DC-DC set-point current
The fuel cell system supervisory controller estimates the safe

current to be drawn from the stack. In automotive applica-

tions, fuel cells are exposed to challenging scenarios of rapid

load changes [20]. Therefore, due to the compressor's dynamic

behavior, air starvation is possible, and consequently, stack

degradation can occur. In order to prevent damage to the stack

caused by a sudden change of load current, which could result

in air starvation and increased fuel cell degradation, it is

necessary to measure the amount of inlet air to the stack at

regular intervals. By using this measurement, the maximum

safe current that can be drawn from the stack can be deter-

mined. Therefore, the fuel cell supervisory controller ensures

that the drawn load current is the safe current that the stack

can provide. This safe current which is the DC/DC converter

setpoint is calculated as follows.

Idc�dcðtÞ ¼
_mtotal4F
Mdryairnc

� 0:2095
ð1þHRÞlO2

(12)

where _mtotal is themeasured inlet mass flow rate, and the HR is

the ambient humidity ratio before the humidifier. The stoichi-

ometry lO2 is set to the minimum permissible stoichiometry.
Automotive run state test and experimental
results

In this section, the purpose is to implement the proposed

supervisory controller in an automotive proton-exchange

membrane (PEM) fuel cell system (FCS). Several tests were
Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
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performed on the integrated system in order to evaluate the

performance, functionalities and durability of the FCS. After,

the evaluation of the FCS at PowerCell Sweden facilities, the

FCS was integrated into a vehicle platform to test the perfor-

mance and drivability under automotive conditions. The

automotive conditions tests were conducted in a vehicle rig at

Chalmers University of Technology, and in proving ground

test at China Euro Vehicle Technology (CEVT) facilities, as

shown in Fig. 6.

This section will describe and evaluate the performance of

proposed fuel cell supervisory controller in the Run state. As

stated in section SM cycle, there are ten discrete states for the

fuel cell system. It is assumed that the fuel cell system is

already in the Run state at the beginning of this analysis.

During the Run state, the optimumsetpoint generator updates

the subsystems’ setpoints based on the requested gross power

from the vehicle side. During the Run state, the SM receives

subsystems setpoints from the optimal set-point generator

and the DC/DC setpoint current from the power limit calcu-

lator, and then sends them to the appropriate subsystems and

DC/DC converter. The block diagram of the FCSSC integrated

with the other auxiliary subsystems, namely anode, cathode,

thermal, FC stack, vehicle control unit, propulsion parts, and

diagnosis subsystem is shown in Fig. 7. In the Run state, the

following procedure is conducted at each iteration of the

controller operation, i.e., every 0.01 s.

� According to the driver acceleration decision, the signal of

the net power requested by the tractionmotor is generated.

� According to thenet power requestedby the tractionmotor,

the state of charge of the battery and the implemented

energy management algorithm, the vehicle control unit

sends the net power request to the fuel cell system.

Using the compressor power consumption map, the

compressor con-sumption is estimated, and it is added to

the requestednet power to have the gross requested power.

Pgross ¼ Pnet þ Pcompressor (13)

� The gross power requested is converted into current using

the static polarization curve of the stack.

� The optimal setpoints corresponding to the load current for

the anode, cathode, and thermal subsystems are generated

inside the Optimal setpoint Generator.

� The generated optimal setpoints of the three subsystems

are sent to the subsystems' local controllers through the

state machine.

� The Power Limit Calculator unit computes the maximum

power, the maximum power ramp-up rate, and the

maximum instant power by taking into account the stack

temperature, stack hydration status, voltage, current, and

the estimation power loss due to components such as

compressor and fans as explained in section Power limit

calculator. The Power Limit Calculator unit directly

sends this information as the stack net available power

information to the vehicle control unit. Furthermore, the

DC/DC converter setpoint current is calculated inside the

Limit Power Calculator, and the state machine sends this

information to the DC/DC converter as the current

setpoint.
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Table 3 e Base fuel cell electric vehicle specifications.

Engine Transmission Curb weight (kgs)

Geely Engine Petrol 3 (GEP3) Hybrid 7 Dual Clutch Transmission (7DCTH) Front Rear Total

Max torque: 265 N, Max power: 132 kW Max Torque: 164 Nm, Electrical power: 60 kW 1043 772 1815
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Experimental results

In this section, the experimental results of the vehicle on the

road for a standard driving cycle are presented. The test was

carried out to assess the performance of the whole system in

terms of produced power, load profile tracking, and the per-

formance of the balance of plant subsystems local controllers.

Driving cycles address the change of speed within a desig-

nated timeframe, and its principal characteristics include the

duration, average speed, maximum speed, as well as the

idling period, acceleration, deceleration, and consistent speed

conditions. The Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test

Cycles (WLTC), which are chassis dynamometer tests for the

determination of emissions and fuel consumption from light-

duty vehicles, are used in this work. These driving cycles are

commonly used in the automotive industry to evaluate the

performance of the employed technology in the vehicle.

Specifications of the used base vehicle are summarized in

Table 3. The powertrain includes a High Voltage (HV) battery,

with a total pack energy of 9.7 kWh at the beginning of life and

peak power of 75 kW. The HV battery used in this prototype

vehicle allows for different power split algorithms between

the battery and FC. The split algorithm is implemented inside

EMS.
Fig. 8 e Output gross power of the real stack, requested net pow

estimation of compressor loss, in comparison with the output p

t ¼ 550 s to t ¼ 700s.
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Validation of stack model with experimental data

The measured stack current and the subsystem setpoints are

used in Simulink to validate the stack and subsystems model,

and the subsystem local controller. Fig. 8 shows the output

gross power of the stack in the experimental setup and

simulatedmodel. The enlarged time interval between t¼ 550 s

to t ¼ 700 s, reveals that the Simulink model output power,

green line, follows the dynamic behavior of the real output

power, blue line, with good precision. It is worth noting that

the real output power is gross power, and includes the

compressor consumption as well. Therefore, there is a dif-

ference between the requested net power and the produced

gross power.

Stack output power

The net power requested by the vehicle and the produced

gross power of the stack are shown in Fig. 9(a). The magnified

timeframe between t ¼ 600 s to t ¼ 800 s, shows that the fuel

cell stack is able to supply the net power requested by the

vehicle and to keep upwith the load's dynamic. The difference

between the produced gross power and the requested net

power is the auxiliary power consumption (mainly due to the
er, which is the sum of the requested gross power and

ower of the Simulink model, and the zoomed part between
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Fig. 9 e Fuel cell Stack output measurements that show the tracking of the dynamic and value of the requested net power in

the experimental test.
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compressor) that the stack provides. As outlined in the Run

state procedure, the initial step involves converting the

requested net power into requested gross power, after which

the setpoints are determined based on the requested gross

power. Therefore, the produced gross power is more than the

requested net power as expected. The Stack voltage and cur-

rent are shown in Fig. 9(b).

Subsystems local controllers’ performance

This section will cover the results of the experiments carried

out to assess the local controller's performance in achieving

setpoints. Considering the requirements of the project, three

setpoints are defined for the cathode subsystem. Three set-

points, namely the inlet air mass flow rate, inlet air pressure

and humidity ratio, are generated by the optimal setpoint

generator and sent to the cathode local controller. The pres-

sure and inlet air humidity ratio setpoints were set to a con-

stant value 1.13 bar and 0.04, respectively. According to Fig. 10,

the cathode subsystem local controller effectively tracks the

setpoints generated by the optimal setpoint generator.The

thermal subsystem was designed and delivered by DLR. The

main aspect for evaluation is howwell the thermal subsystem

is able to control the stack inlet coolant temperature and the

outlet coolant temperature, or alternatively, the temperature

difference between the inlet and outlet coolant. The experi-

mental results are shown in Fig. 11(a). It turns out that the

thermal subsystem effectively controls the stack inlet coolant

temperature and the stack outlet coolant temperature,

although, the control parameters are dependent of each other.

Theanode subsystemwasdevelopedby theAVL, and it uses

an injector-ejector to control the fuel pressure and increase the

hydrogen utilization rate through recirculation. The anode
Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
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subsystem local controller regulates the anode channel inlet

hydrogen pressure and the purge rate in the anode loop. The

pressureof theanodehas tobe controlledat afixedvalueabove

the cathode inlet pressure based on the requirement of the

project and the stack safety. The anode inlet pressure and the

hydrogen flow from the tank are shown in Fig. 11(b).

Fuel cell system efficiency

To measure and evaluate the efficiency of the system, the

consumed hydrogen needs to be measured. The stack and

fuel cell system efficiency are calculated as Eq. (1). The sub-

systems’ power consumption of the compressor and fan is

considered as the power loss to the fuel cell system. The fuel

cell system efficiency considering the lower heating value of

hydrogen (120 MJ/kg) and the lost power, is shown in Fig. 12,

and it is around 56%. The lower heating value is considered

because the state of the water exhaust of a PEM fuel cell

stack is mostly vapor. Due to the increase in the load current

during this experimental time frame, the efficiency is

decreasing.
Software implementation guidelines

The INN-BALANCE project utilized FCCU hardware that was

provided by AVL. To facilitate communication and pro-

gramming of the device, it was necessary to employ the

INCA5™/EHOOKS™ interface software. This interface soft-

ware offered several features including revision control,

software download, data acquisition, calibration, and real-

time monitoring. In order to utilize these features, the

required Windows software packages were installed and an
5 Integrated Calibration and Application Tool, ETAS.
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Fig. 11 e Anode and Thermal subsystem measurement parameters.

Fig. 10 e Performance of the cathode subsystem local controller to tracks the three setpoints of mass flow rate, pressure, and

inlet air humidity ratio in the real-world car vehicle test.
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INCA project was set up. Following this, component

commissioning was conducted and all sensors and actuators

were tested to ensure proper functionality. The initial start-

up was performed gradually, with each step being tested

and evaluated before the next step was initiated. Once the

start-up process was successfully verified, the functionalities

of all subsystems were tested together. One of the critical

aspects of the test bed was to evaluate the safety of the fuel

cell system in its current form for integration into a vehicle.

To mitigate any risks associated with high-voltage vehicle
Please cite this article as: Molavi A et al., State machine-based arch
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applications, the high-voltage system was galvanically iso-

lated from the chassis ground. Finally, the fuel cell system

was integrated under the vehicle hood after its return from

laboratory testing. The project required a sampling time of

0.01 s, and the proposed fuel cell control system was capable

of executing within this timeframe. This was achieved

through the use of lookup tables, which minimized the

computational burden. These lookup tables were used to

create offline-generated maps that were subsequently

uploaded to the control hardware.
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Fig. 12 e Fuel cell system efficiency considering the lower

heating value of hydrogen(LHV) which is around 56%.
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Conclusion

Thiswork aimed to design, implement, and validate a PEM fuel

cell system supervisory controller for an automotive applica-

tion using the INN-BALANCE developed prototype vehicle at

the PowerCell and CEVT facilities. The proposed fuel cell su-

pervisory controller consists of three main components: a

state machine, an optimal setpoint generator, and a power

limit calculator. The Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles

Test Cycles (WLTC) were utilized to evaluate the fuel cell sys-

tem's performance, specifically in terms of load power dy-

namic tracking, subsystem's local controller performance, and

successful start-up and shutdown procedures. Additionally,

the overall system performance and efficiency were studied.

The statemachine served as the central part of the supervisory

controller, enabling the fuel cell system to perform its startup

and shutdown processes effectively, without errors or equip-

ment damage that could be caused by incorrect subsystem

activation. The structure of the state machine allows defining

multiple controlled flags and timers in different states or sub-

states. Therefore, there are more degree of freedom to deal

with the probable unexpected errors. During the testing of the

prototype car, the proposed structure, particularly the state

machine, made it easy to identify the system's operational

status and diagnose any issues during the test procedure.

Therefore, the proposed structure is a simple and reliable

method for designing a fuel cell supervisory controller for ve-

hicles and can be used in other applications. To test the con-

troller's accuracy and reliability, a previously validated stack

model based on experimental data was used during the su-

pervisory controller's development, resulting in a successful

implementation in the real car. The experimental results

indicated that the subsystem's local controllers were able to

track the provided setpoints effectively, and the fuel cell sys-

tem operated as expected, allowing the output of the power of

the system to match the dynamic power requirements and

values requested by the vehicle. Future work includes the

testing of the whole control system at full power conditions

and freezing startup and shutdown.
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